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Abstract

We introduce text mining to study work engagement

by using this method to classify employees' survey-

based self-narratives into high or low work engagement

and analyzing the text features that contribute to the

classification. We used two samples, representing the

2020 and 2021 waves of an annual survey among

healthcare employees. In the first study, we used

exploratory sample 1 (N = 5591) to explore which text

features explain work engagement (unigrams, bigrams,

psychological, or linguistic). In the second study, we

confirmed whether features persisted over time

between exploratory sample 1 and confirmatory sample

2 (N = 4470). We find that psychological features clas-

sify employees across two samples with 60% accuracy.

These features partly validate the literature: High-

engaged employees refer more to affiliation and posi-

tive emotions, and low-engaged employees refer more

to negative emotions and power. We extend the litera-

ture by studying linguistics: High-engaged employees

use more first-person plural (“we”) than low-engaged

employees. Finally, some results question the litera-

ture, like the finding that low-engaged employees refer

more to their managers. This study shows text mining
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can contribute by confirming, extending, or

questioning the literature on work engagement and

explores how future research could build on our find-

ings with survey-based or in vivo applications.

KEYWORD S
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INTRODUCTION

Whether employees are engaged in their work or not has important consequences for
employees themselves, the organizations they work for, and the clients they work with.
Engaged employees are full of energy, are dedicated toward work, and are often completely
immersed in their work activities (Schaufeli & Bakker, 2010). They also experience more posi-
tive emotions, think in novel ways, and show better performance (Bakker et al., 2014; Christian
et al., 2011). Since the emergence of the concept of work engagement, organizational scholars
have been studying its presence, predictors, and outcomes (Bakker & Demerouti, 2017). How-
ever, most of the literature assesses work engagement with structured data, that is, measure-
ment scales, and there have been few attempts to innovate measurements. Although structured
data have allowed scholars to understand the phenomenon of work engagement, a drawback is
the limited potential for new theoretical or applied discoveries (Balducci & Marinova, 2018).

At the same time, within organizations, a vast pool of data, in the form of unstructured
(non-predefined) text data, remains scarcely studied. For example, employees generate and
share large amounts of written text with each other. Those qualitative data may potentially offer
new insights in work engagement and add to the more traditional structured approaches to data
analysis. This is because unstructured data are not limited to predefined categories, present the
multidimensionality of a phenomenon, and allow to compare these dimensions simultaneously
(e.g., combining linguistic and substantive patterns) (Balducci & Marinova, 2018). Text mining
offers a unique approach to unlock these insights as it is a method to analyze large amounts of
text in a relatively short timeframe (Jurafsky & Martin, 2017). Its benefit compared with tradi-
tional quantitative or qualitative research is that it is able to analyze unstructured text, but on a
large scale and replicable across studies. There are quite a few studies that show its potential in
a variety of disciplines (e.g., Pang et al., 2020), but, although declared a future research avenue,
few attempts have been made regarding organizational research (Kobayashi et al., 2021).

Therefore, the purpose of the current study is to explain work engagement through text
mining methods by attempting to classify employees' survey-based self-narratives into high or
low work engagement and analyze the text features that contribute to the classification. The
research question that guided our study is as follows: To what extent can we explain work
engagement by analyzing self-narratives through text mining? Using two samples, representing
two waves of an annual survey among Dutch healthcare employees during 2 years of COVID-
19, this paper conducts two studies to answer that question. We tested multiple text features:
unigrams, bigrams, psychological features, and linguistic features. For the psychological fea-
tures, we conducted a preselection based on the job demands–resources (JD-R) theory. Next, for
the first study, we used exploratory sample 1 to explore which features explain work
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engagement. We then formulated hypotheses based on the main themes that emerged from the
features. For the second study, we used both exploratory sample 1 and confirmatory sample
2 to analyze to what extent text features persist over time, across survey waves.

Our study contributes to the literature by being the first to explain work engagement by text
mining self-narratives. Theoretically, we increase the understanding of work engagement as a
concept. Some of our results confirm the duality of the JD-R model when we find low-engaged
employees tend to mention job demands whereas high-engaged employees tend to mention job
resources (e.g., Bakker, 2022; Bakker et al., 2022; Wang, Zhu, et al., 2020). Yet because our anal-
ysis is exploratory, we are also able to extend and question extant findings. We find linguistic
patterns may be markers of work engagement (e.g., Franklin & Thompson, 2005) and observe
features that question the literature, like the finding that low-engaged employees mention their
managers more often (Toegel et al., 2013). At the same time, we also discuss how our applica-
tion of text mining is limited in terms of the accuracy with which we are able to explain work
engagement, as well as how particular sample characteristics like age and gender may influence
the results. Second, methodologically, our findings open multiple avenues for survey-based and
in vivo applications of text mining. We discuss how text mining could support or complement
structured forms of data collection (Jurafsky & Martin, 2017; Kobayashi et al., 2021), or be used
to analyze existing unstructured data in organizations like emails or intranet posts (He
et al., 2012). Finally, we explore how our study may have practical implications in the screening
and identification of groups of employees based on work-related well-being challenges
(e.g., Day et al., 2007; He et al., 2012).

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Defining, modeling, and measuring work engagement

Work engagement is a work-related and positive state of mind, characterized by vigor, dedica-
tion, and absorption. Vigor refers to a high level of energy and preparedness to invest effort in
activities. Dedication refers to enthusiasm and strong involvement with one's work. Finally,
absorption is a state of complete immersion in one's work (Bakker et al., 2014; Schaufeli
et al., 2002). Whereas vigor and dedication are considered core dimensions of work engage-
ment, absorption is considered an additional dimension (Schaufeli et al., 2001). Whereas our
knowledge of work engagement has increased in the past years, there are several remaining
questions, for example, on its social–psychological origins and the effectiveness of work engage-
ment interventions (Bakker, 2022; Knight et al., 2019).

Antecedents of work engagement are often studied within JD-R theory, a theory within
organizational psychology that explains how job characteristics affect employees through a dual
process (Bakker & Demerouti, 2017; Bakker et al., 2022; Schaufeli et al., 2009). In the health
impairment process, demanding job characteristics—“aspects of the job that require sustained
physical, emotional, or cognitive effort”—cause job strain (including burnout) and health com-
plaints. Burnout refers to the state when employees experience chronic feelings of exhaustion
and a cynical attitude towards work and the people with whom they work (Bakker et al., 2014).
In the motivational process, resourceful job characteristics—“aspects of the job that help to
either achieve work goals, reduce job demands (…), or stimulate personal growth”—foster moti-
vational outcomes (including work engagement) and job performance (Bakker et al., 2014,
p. 392). In addition, job demands and resources are proposed to interact: Resources may
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weaken the impact of demands on burnout, whereas challenge demands may strengthen the
impact of resources on engagement (Bakker et al., 2014; Boyd et al., 2011).

Over the years, many resources that stimulate work engagement have been identified. Gen-
erally, they have been classified into one of two categories: situational and individual factors
(Bakker & Demerouti, 2008). As explained above, antecedents of work engagement are mainly
job resources. These include job characteristics like social support from colleagues, task signifi-
cance, and autonomy as well as leadership-related factors like having a good relationship with
supervisors and experiencing transformational leadership (Christian et al., 2011). In addition,
individual factors have been found to explain work engagement. For example, employees with
higher emotional stability, extraversion, and conscientiousness are more likely to report higher
work engagement. Besides these higher-order personality factors, lower-order factors—factors
that are more malleable—have been found to predict work engagement, for example, self-
efficacy and optimism (Mäkikangas et al., 2013). And employees who are more proactive tend
to be more engaged and even positively influence their co-workers through practices of job
crafting (Bakker et al., 2012; Tims et al., 2015).

In turn, studies have shown that work engagement can have far-reaching effects
(Christian & Slaughter, 2007; Knight et al., 2017; Lesener et al., 2020). Research on work
engagement shows positive relationships with more active positive emotions and more novel
thinking (Bakker et al., 2014). What is more, there is abundant research that shows work
engagement increases task performance (e.g., Christian et al., 2011), although studies also indi-
cate that we know relatively little about the boundary conditions of these effects (Kane-Frieder
et al., 2014).

The studies described above commonly measure work engagement with multidimensional
scales. The most used scale that defines work engagement as the combination of vigor, dedica-
tion, and absorption is the Utrecht Work Engagement Scale (UWES; Schaufeli et al., 2006).
Other measures of engagement are very similar to the UWES (see Schaufeli & Bakker, 2010,
2022), or measure concepts that are fundamentally different from engagement. For example,
May et al. (2004) and Rich et al. (2010) developed the Job Engagement Scale, which includes
cognitive, emotional, and physical engagement. According to Bakker et al. (2022, p. 285), “the
wording of the items shows a striking resemblance with those included in the absorption, dedi-
cation, and vigor subscales of the UWES, respectively.” The latter authors also discuss other
instruments to assess engagement, including the instrument by Soane et al. (2012) and Shuck
et al. (2017). Bakker et al. (2022, p. 286) conclude that the items show considerable overlap with
the vigor and absorption subscales of the UWES, whereas some of the alternative instruments
that aim to assess engagement in fact assess affective organizational commitment and extra-role
behaviors.

Although new scales have been developed since (Schaufeli et al., 2017), there have been few
attempts to innovate measurement. For example, Bakker et al. (2014) point out that most of the
research on work engagement has not attempted to link the concepts to observable outcomes.
At the same time, there is some criticism on the UWES, including the fact that factor analyses
have not always been able to distinguish between the three components of work engagement
(Schaufeli & Bakker, 2022). Here, a new method like text mining may help optimize the mea-
surement of work engagement by approaching it in a completely different way. Similarly, a par-
ticular bias of maintaining the same measurement methods is that these structured data limit
the potential for new theoretical or applied discoveries (Balducci & Marinova, 2018). Text min-
ing may allow new insights into what observable behaviors of employees are affected by work
engagement. Below we address this issue further.
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Considering unstructured data to measure work engagement

The vast majority of data in an organization are unstructured. Unstructured data refer to “a
single data unit in which the information offers a relatively concurrent representation of its
multifaceted nature without predefined organization or numeric values” (Balducci &
Marinova, 2018, p. 558). For example, employees continuously exchange spoken or written
text via conversations, email, or texting. These text data are seldom used in studies but may
present new insights for the study of work engagement through three advantages over struc-
tured data. First, structured data (like survey scales) are always limited to the way they are
defined and operationalized. In contrast, unstructured text data are neither predefined nor
categorized, and this may lead to new insights. Second, unstructured data are multifaceted.
There are multiple potential facets to unstructured data to be studied (e.g., there are linguistic
and substantive properties to text). Third, unstructured data offer concurrent representation:
Through analyzing facets simultaneously (e.g., the combination of linguistic and substantive
patterns), we can learn about different phenomena at the same time (Balducci &
Marinova, 2018).

Although unstructured data offers new opportunities for research, structured data are
important too. Unstructured data provide, besides its general format being either text-based or
image-based, little certainty. This type of data does not allow for easy sorting, searching, analyz-
ing, summarizing, or visualizing. Structured data, on the other hand, provide certainty in mea-
surement and analysis as the data are set in predetermined categories or values. This type of
data is easily stored, searched, analyzed, summarized, and visualized. The data contain exactly
what could be expected and allow for accessible, unbiased analysis. It has been an important
part of theory-based research as theory is operationalized into a specific measurable form. In
comparison, unstructured data require a different, more thorough approach to hold value
(Hänig et al., 2010).

Although unstructured data have been underused with regard to work engagement, previ-
ous studies have shown that free-form text can be a rich source of data that contains impor-
tant insights about mental well-being and allows identification and screening for mental
diseases. For example, research has shown that the content of the speech of schizophrenics
differs substantively from non-schizophrenics (Franklin & Thompson, 2005; Rosenberg &
Tucker, 1979). There are some specific examples of text mining in psychology and organiza-
tional research. Pang et al. (2020) succeeded in predicting 24 character strengths, like grati-
tude, zest, and leadership, based on Twitter language. This study indicated that one can use
text mining to measure the character strengths of large populations. Similarly, La Bella et al.
(2018) used text mining to track perceived organizational leadership styles almost real-time
with Twitter messages. Examples in clinical settings include the screening of posttraumatic
stress disorder in self-narratives (He et al., 2012) and the identification of trauma patients
(Day et al., 2007). When employing text mining for work engagement, we hope to explore
whether and how employees high in work engagement may display different features from
employees low in work engagement.

One reason for the limited attention to analyzing textual data may be that traditionally ana-
lyzing text was a time-consuming endeavor as manual coding was the only option. However,
new techniques derived from machine learning and statistics may enable to study work engage-
ment and other concepts with unstructured data (Kobayashi et al., 2021). One particularly
promising avenue to innovate is by text mining as it is a general methodological framework to
analyze large corpora of text (Jurafsky & Martin, 2017). Hence, text mining offers large-scale
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text analysis in short timeframes, only bottlenecked by computing power and the fact that often
large amounts of texts are required to generate insights. Its benefit, therefore, compared with
traditional quantitative or qualitative research is that it is able to analyze unstructured text, but
on a large scale and replicable across studies. Only recently organizational scholars have
suggested that this approach could be used to assess organizational concepts like burnout
(Kobayashi et al., 2021).

Text mining refers to the analytical process that aims to generate insights or test hypotheses
using unstructured text data (Kao & Poteet, 2007). The data are systematically collected,
cleaned, and transformed (a process referred to as preprocessing), after which one of multiple
text mining operations can be applied to generate insights from the text data. Texts can be ana-
lyzed based on textual patterns and linguistic features, as well as dictionary approaches, consid-
ering the words used in the texts. Finally, postprocessing requires the interpretation and
evaluation of the results by applying specific domain knowledge to them and validating the data
(Kobayashi et al., 2018).

There are many text features that can be analyzed through text mining. First, textual pat-
terns such as bag-of-words approaches look at the occurrence of words in texts and try to under-
stand the corpus based on word counts (Aggarwal & Zhai, 2012). Similar approaches include
the use of n-grams, which refers to word combinations of two (e.g., “working day”), three
(e.g., “busy working day”), or more words. The advantage of using bag-of-words and n-grams
lies in their simplicity. The only information lost is the position of the words or n-grams in the
text, which means it is a true-to-source feature to analyze. The downside, however, is that
respondents with different background characteristics like educational background or social
status may use different words to convey identical information. Patterns might emerge based on
characteristics that are unrelated to the research at hand.

Second, there are dictionary approaches, which tag words in the texts with categories the
words belong to. In our analysis, we can use these categories to understand the texts. An exam-
ple of such a dictionary approach is Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC). LIWC counts
words in linguistic and psychologically meaningful categories (Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010).
Dictionary approaches resolve the issue of textual pattern features as the underlying meanings
and categories of the words are analyzed, rather than the words themselves. However, the
downside is a loss of information as the words themselves are not analyzed further. In choosing
the features, one could either test all available features or apply some sort of a priori selection.
A priori selection is often applied to prevent overfitting. Overfitting is a common problem in
machine learning where a model performs well on the training data but fails to generalize to
new, unseen data. This happens because the model is trained on a specific set of data that might
not contain a fully balanced representation of all words that do or do not contribute to the clas-
sification of the variable. The model will fit to the training data as specifically as possible, even
though there might be false patterns that do not hold over multiple samples. Overfitting can be
avoided by using a larger and more diverse dataset for training, as well as using regularization
techniques to prevent the model from learning overly complex patterns in the data. Our text
mining approach was both theory and data driven. Specifically, we used the JD-R theory to
select psychological features based upon their resemblance to any aspect of the definition,
dimension or items of work engagement. In sum, in the present study, we hope to gain new
insights into the concept of work engagement using text mining. Across two studies, we will
compare bag-of-words, bigrams, and LIWC dictionary approaches (psychological process and
linguistic features) to explore the possibilities offered by text mining.

6 van ROEKEL ET AL.
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METHODS

Procedure, samples, and data

We used data from two samples, representing two waves of an annual survey among Dutch
healthcare employees who are members of Stichting IZZ, a collective of healthcare employees
and employers in the Netherlands. This foundation has over 400,000 members of which around
210,000 are healthcare employees, who make up a notable share of the population of around 1.7
million healthcare employees in the country (CBS, 2022; Van der Fels, 2020). The annual sur-
vey, executed since 2018, is used to monitor how healthcare employees perceive their work and
well-being. It presents an opportunity for employees to share their experiences, which are then
shared (at the group level) with healthcare organizations, governments, societal partners, and
media. The survey has, among else, been helpful in informing these parties about the challenges
COVID-19 posed for healthcare employees. Besides, to add an extrinsic motivation to finish the
survey, participants could choose to participate in a separately organized giveaway (with prod-
ucts that stimulate well-being).

For the first sample, data were collected in May and June 2020. For the second sample, data
were collected in May and June 2021. Table 1 shows how we arrived at our final sample. All
members of the collective that provided an email address were sent an invitation to participate
in the survey via email. For a response to be valid, respondents had to provide informed consent
and indicate they were currently working in healthcare. At the informed consent page, respon-
dents were informed about the goal of the survey, procedures of participation and opting out,
data storage and usage, and the possibility to get in touch with the researchers. The survey itself
consisted out of multiple open and closed questions on employee well-being in healthcare,
including the questions presented in this study. We did not employ attention checks. All ques-
tions used in this study, except the text mining question, used forced response. The text mining
question was placed at the end of the survey as it would take considerable time. Therefore, as
Table 1 indicates, respondents with partial responses corresponded with respondents who did
not fill in the text mining question—these were removed from the dataset. Besides, to be
included in our final sample, we set the minimum number of written words at 20. Finally, as in

TABLE 1 Sample justification.

Sample 1 (2020) Sample 2 (2021)

No. of survey invitations 138,382 133,322

No. of responses recorded 19,772 8955

� Response rate (recorded responses/invitations) 14.29% 6.72%

No. of valid responsesa 12,630 8132

No. of responses to text mining question 5976 5016

� % of partial responses (no answer text mining/valid responses) 52.68% 38.32%

No. of responses with 20 words or more (final sample) 5591 4470

� Response rate for final sample (final sample/invitations) 4.04% 3.35%

No. of responses in top/bottom 10%b (subsample) 1119 894

aRespondents who gave consent to participate and were currently working in healthcare.
bNumber of responses in the top or bottom 10% of work engagement scores.

WHAT IS WORK ENGAGEMENT? 7
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our study, we will compare employees in the top 10% with those in the bottom 10% of work
engagement scores. Table 1 also presents this subsample. The methodological choices made
above will be elaborated on below.

Table 2 presents the characteristics of the respondents in the final sample. The respondents
are representative for the population of Dutch healthcare employees in terms of gender (84.3%
of employees are female) but somewhat less representative in terms of age (employees in the
population are younger: 34% are younger than 35 and 24.2% are older than 55) (CBS, 2020).
Especially the gender composition, with a vast majority of female employees, is a typical (but
not unique: e.g., in Dutch primary education, 87% of teachers are female; OCW, 2021) charac-
teristic of healthcare sectors. Although the majority in the Netherlands is very large, a WHO
report shows across the world women constitute around 70% of the healthcare workforce
(World Health Organization, 2019). What is more, the same report indicates that the small
minority of men in healthcare is more likely to hold leadership positions. This leadership gap
has systemic roots in gender roles (see, e.g., Ryan et al., 2016): Men and women in healthcare
(are expected to) work in different jobs. We should take into account that such factors could
affect work engagement. Besides, although our sample is older than the population of
healthcare employees, the population of healthcare employees is aging rapidly (the group
of healthcare employees aged 55 and oversaw a 9% increase in just 10 years; Van Wijk, 2020).
Finally, nursing/home care, hospitals, and disabled care constitute the biggest healthcare bra-
nches within the Netherlands and are also the largest in our sample. However, although hospi-
tals are the biggest group in our sample, within the population, nursing/home care is bigger

TABLE 2 Sample characteristics (N1 = 5591 and N2 = 4470).

Sample 1 Sample 2

Gender

Female 4731 (84.6%) 3816 (85.4%)

Male 845 (15.1%) 636 (14.2%)

Rather not say 15 (.3%) 18 (.4%)

Age

�25 48 (.9%) 36 (.8%)

26–35 447 (8%) 240 (5.4%)

36–45 991 (17.7%) 709 (15.9%)

46–55 1711 (30.6%) 1366 (30.6%)

56–65 2327 (41.6%) 2081 (46.6%)

66– 63 (1.1%) 36 (.8%)

Unknown 4 (.1%) 2 (< .1%)

Healthcare branch

Hospitals 1983 (35.5%) 1582 (35.4%)

Nursing/home care 1343 (24%) 1175 (26.3%)

Mental healthcare 911 (16.3%) 681 (15.2%)

Disabled care 981 (17.5%) 743 (16.6%)

Other 373 (6.7%) 289 (6.5%)

8 van ROEKEL ET AL.
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(with a total of 28% of healthcare employees in the population; Van Wijk, 2020). In sum, our
samples of healthcare employees are fairly representative for healthcare.

It is important to note that there may be systemic reasons to expect differences in work
engagement based on demographic characteristics. Table 3 shows that, to some extent,
work engagement varies across age, gender, and healthcare branch. Most notably, work engage-
ment is generally higher among women, among 46–55-year-old employees (not taking into
account the youngest and oldest categories, which both have low N), and among employees in
nursing/home care (Additional analysis in the Supporting Information elaborates on these dif-
ferences). This may have consequences for our study's external generalizability. This study ana-
lyzes text-based features among a fairly representative sample of healthcare employees, but the
particular sample characteristics (e.g., distribution of age and gender) and how work engage-
ment relates to these characteristics may limit generalization to different sectors.

Finally, to protect the privacy-sensitive information that participants provided in their self-
narratives, data are stored on secure servers in compliance with privacy regulations and not
made publicly available. We do present multiple Supporting Information that provide extra
information on the research process: an overview of the included features, the R script for our
analyses, our approach to deciding the cutoff, an overview of all significant features, an overview
of the relative feature importance to the models, additional analysis on the role of demographics,
and an additional analysis using a different classifier (Naive Bayes) (accessible via https://osf.io/
jzdx5/?view_only=f981153538214470b2bd1a9e9a538009).

TABLE 3 Work engagement across sample characteristics.a

Work engagement score

Sample 1 Sample 2

Gender

Female 3.89 (.62) 3.81 (.65)

Male 3.78 (.67) 3.70 (.72)

Age

�25 4.01 (.54) 3.68 (.59)

26–35 3.81 (.56) 3.70 (.62)

36–45 3.84 (.59) 3.79 (.61)

46–55 3.90 (.62) 3.83 (.66)

56–65 3.86 (.66) 3.77 (.69)

66- 3.98 (.66) 4.16 (.56)

Healthcare branch

Hospitals 3.84 (.62) 3.75 (.68)

Nursing/home care 4.00 (.62) 3.91 (.66)

Mental healthcare 3.76 (.62) 3.73 (.63)

Disabled care 3.84 (.64) 3.77 (.66)

Other 3.92 (.62) 3.75 (.67)

aThis table presents means and standard deviations. Supporting Information Additional analysis presents statistical tests for

work engagement scores across sample characteristics and additional descriptives.
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Work engagement scale

The UWES-9 work engagement scale includes nine items on three dimensions: vigor, dedica-
tion, and absorption (Schaufeli et al., 2006). All dimensions were measured with three items on
a 5-point Likert scale ranging from “Never” (1) to “Always (daily)” (5). Example items are “At
my work, I feel bursting with energy” (vigor), “I am proud of the work that I do” (dedication),
and “I feel happy when I am working intensely” (absorption). The items were summed to create
an overall index of work engagement. The reliability of the overall scale was good, Cronbach's
alpha was .908 for sample 1 and .910 for sample 2.

Self-narrative question

Below, we present the English translation of the question that was shown to respondents to
write their self-narrative:

We have one additional question about how you have experienced your work during this
time of COVID-19. We would like to take a closer look at your personal experiences. Could you
summarize what you have experienced? How have you experienced the past few months? What
impact has this had? How are you feeling now, physically and emotionally? How do you view
your work now? And how do you look forward to the coming months?

This multifaceted question functioned as a writing prompt to guide the content of the self-
narratives (Kroll & Reid, 1994). Writing prompts make writing easier when they, in our case,
promote the structure of the story that respondents are expected to write (Hudson et al., 2005).
The question was drafted purposefully and in reiterative discussion between all the authors of
this study and contained multiple subquestions that each served their own purpose. The first
subquestion was general (Could you summarize what you have experienced?), after which the
second subquestion specified the time period (How have you experienced the past few
months?). Third, we asked about the consequences of these experiences (What impact has this
had?). Fourth, we referred to the energy continuum of exhaustion versus vigor (How are you
feeling now, physically and emotionally?). Fifth, we referred to the identification continuum of
dedication versus cynicism (How do you view your work now?). Finally, we asked about partici-
pants' future perspective (And how do you look forward to the coming months?). After this, a
text box provided participants ample opportunity to share their self-narratives.

Analysis

The process of text mining involves four basic steps: (1) data preprocessing; (2) training on a
subset of the data; (3) testing on a different subset of the data; and (4) interpreting the results.
We will explain these steps below.

Data preparation

In the first data preparation step, the corpus of all texts was cleaned, and features were
extracted and selected to prepare for data analysis (Hester, & Bryan, 2022; Silge &
Robinson, 2016; Wickham, Miller, & Smith, 2022; Wickham, Wickham, François, et al., 2022).

10 van ROEKEL ET AL.
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Packages and code used can be found in the Supporting Information R script. We checked
whether we needed to apply criteria for minimum or maximum number of words in the self-
narratives. An explorative analysis of the data indicated that respondents who replied with
fewer than 20 words in their self-narratives commonly responded with variations of “I do not
have anything to share.” This is not a substantive answer to the question prompt—yet it
occurred many times in the initial dataset. We decided to require respondents to have written
20 words at minimum to avoid meaningless self-narratives, but we did not apply a maximum as
no self-narrative appeared extremely long. The second part of the data preparation aimed to
tokenize the text by removing punctuation, numbers, and capitalization and by splitting the
texts word by word (Benoit et al., 2018). The resulting list of words was spell-checked by one of
the researchers for all words that occurred at least a total of 10 times to find spelling errors or
gibberish that would be included in the model. One returning issue concerned the occurrence
of abbreviations alongside the same abbreviations written out in full. This included both gen-
eral abbreviations as well as job-specific abbreviations. As abbreviations were often unclear and
seemed to vary on a text-by-text basis, these abbreviations were not manipulated to full terms.
No other issues were found based on this quality check of the data, and after this quality check,
we proceeded with the data. Further cleaning steps were the removal of frequently occurring
stop words (e.g., “the” and “a”) that do not discriminate texts or add little to no meaning to
texts. The list of stopwords filtered is based on the Dutch stopwords list as compiled by the
Snowball stemming project; this list is included in the corpus package (Perry, 2017;
Porter, 2001). Finally, stemming the tokens, reducing all words to their stem, was done to
ensure various inflections of the same word are counted together (e.g., “working,” “worked,”
and “work” become “work”). For sample 1, this step reduced the total number of words by
48.44% (from 632,174 to 325,963) and the unique number of words by 29.41% (from 22,524 to
15,899). For sample 2, this step reduced the total number of words by 48.01% (from 443,668 to
230,653) and the unique number of words by 17.77% (from 15,573 to 12,806).

The other steps in data preparation were feature extraction and feature selection. This study
used features based on bag-of-words approaches and dictionary approaches to explain work
engagement. Importantly, below, we describe how the features were selected for sample 1. For
sample 2, we only used the features that contributed to the classification into high and low
work engagement in sample 1.

First, the bag-of-words approach assumes no relationship between the order of the words in
a text and the meaning of the text. The words are as they are independent from other words
in the text. This approach was used for generating unigrams (one word, e.g., “happy”) and
bigrams (two words, e.g., “not happy”). Second, the dictionary approach used the LIWC dictio-
nary to tag words with categories belonging to Psychological Processes or Linguistic Dimen-
sions (Pennebaker et al., 2015). The translated Dutch version of LIWC 2015 has 67 categories
for which the words can be matched (Van Wissen & Boot, 2017). The features selected were
both theory driven and data driven. For the Linguistic Dimensions, we explored all features
available. For the psychological features, we selected features using the JD-R theory: We
checked whether they reflected an aspect of the definition of work engagement, its dimensions,
or items. We selected features from the affective, social, perceptual, and biological processes,
drives, time orientations, relativity, and personal concerns (Pennebaker et al., 2015). Although
this means that there was some a priori selection of features, the selection was necessary to
limit the scope of the study. Additionally, because of the theory-related nature of the LIWC psy-
chological process features, a priori selection based on theory could prevent overfitting.
Through a priori selection of psychological process features, we narrowed the amount of

WHAT IS WORK ENGAGEMENT? 11
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psychological process features from 54 categories (including all overarching categories and
more specific subcategories) to 25 categories. This was done to remove non-work related fea-
tures, as these would be less relevant for our purposes of explaining work engagement. That is,
in this specific analysis, we were looking for factors related to work, not for other factors. That
is not to say that work engagement is irrelevant for employees' private lives, as research sug-
gests otherwise (e.g., Wood et al., 2020). It only means that we slightly narrowed the scope of
our analysis. Comparing the features to the definition, dimensions or items of work engagement
provided a good measure for selection. For example, the category “Time orientations” (includ-
ing the categories “past focus,” “present focus,” and “future focus”) was included as work
engagement is related to time orientations. The dimension absorption includes the phrase
“whereby time passes quickly” (Bakker et al., 2014, p. 391). In contrast, some subcategories of
“Personal concerns,” like the “Leisure” category with words like “home,” “chat,” and “movie,”
were deemed less relevant for our endeavors (Pennebaker et al., 2015). Additionally, to prevent
overfitting for the Random forest model and to ensure robust features were kept, feature selec-
tion was applied for each of the feature representations using chi-squared tests (Forman, 2003,
2004). Features were kept based on the criteria of significant chi-squared outcome for features
that occur at least 10 times in the first sample dataset (He et al., 2012). The Supporting Informa-
tion Included features presents an overview of all included features and specifies why features
were included.

Training and testing

The training phase consisted of learning from a first subset of the sample to understand how
the text is related to the outcome variables. In the exploratory phase, our first study, we tested a
number of settings and chose those in which the models performed better for sample 1. First,
we used the full UWES-9 scale for the classification of employees (Schaufeli et al., 2006). We
did explore whether it would make sense to focus on the energetic component of work engage-
ment by using only one of the dimensions of work engagement (vigor)—or a combination of
vigor with exhaustion (a dimension of burnout; Schaufeli et al., 1996)—to classify employees.
The argument here was that perhaps this would lead to better classification as studies indicate
the energetic component of work engagement is more sensitive than the other components
(Bakker & Demerouti, 2017). We decided to focus on the UWES-9 as most studies of work
engagement use this full scale. Second, as Forman mentions in his critique on text classification
feature selection methods, classifying minority classes is a pitfall for feature selection methods
that use scoring methods based on outcome variables (2004). We therefore carefully decided on
the criteria for classifying employees into high or low work engagement (the Supporting Infor-
mation Cutoff explains this process in more detail). We explored relative (percentages) and
absolute groups (e.g., scores below 2 and above 4 on a 5-point scale). We found the sample is
unbalanced: More healthcare employees tend to be relatively high engaged. Therefore, we chose
to use a relative, 10% cutoff. For the confirmatory phase, our second study, the same cutoff was
set a priori.

Hence, to correctly classify whether an employee is high work engaged or not, we decided
to select employees with a self-narrative of at least 20 words, who had a work engagement score
in the highest 10% versus a work engagement score in the lowest 10% of each sample. For the
first study, sample 1 (N = 1119) was split into a training set containing 80% of the self-
narratives and a testing set containing the remaining 20% of the self-narratives. For the second
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study, we wanted to analyze how the features persist over time and across survey waves, so we
used sample 1 in its entirety as the training dataset and sample 2 as the testing set. Table 4 reit-
erates the way the two studies were set up.

The purpose of splitting the sample into a training and testing set is to learn to recognize
high versus low work engagement in the training set using the mentioned text features, after
which the testing set can be used to assess its performance in recognizing high and low work
engagement for previously unseen data. We used Random forest, a machine learning model
that generates many decision trees trained and tested using resampling of the sample data. Each
tree randomly samples a predefined number of features per split and decides based on the fea-
ture that best distinguishes the classes at that point in the tree. After all trees are built, Random
forest calculates the best scoring features based on the classification scores per tree with and
without the feature. If the trees classify worse when the feature is excluded from the tree, that
means the feature has some explanatory power (Breiman, 2001; Kotsiantis et al., 2007).

Random forest allows for hyperparameter optimization, which is the process of modifying
the model settings for better model performance. The Random forest model was applied using
the randomForest package in R (Liaw & Wiener, 2002). The randomForest package allows for
different settings for the nodesize, mtry, and ntree hyperparameters. For study 2, the Random
forest hyperparameter optimization was done using the caret package by doing grid search for
the minimum node size (nodesize) and the number of variables to sample as candidates
for each split of a node (mtry) (Kuhn, 2008). A smaller nodesize hyperparameter value allows
for more splits in the tree, resulting in a more complex tree (Breiman, 2001). Additionally, the
number of trees (ntree) was optimized by building the Random forest model with 100, 250,
500, and 1000 trees. No noticeable improvement was found after 250 trees for any of the models,
test set error rate was lowest with 250 trees, and highest with 500 and 1000 trees, whereas OOB
error rate only marginally improved.

For comparison, in study 2, we also used a different classifier, Naive Bayes (Benoit
et al., 2018; Lewis, 1998). Naive Bayes is a probabilistic machine learning algorithm that
assumes features are independent of each other. The algorithm is well suited for high-
dimensional datasets such as text data because it is efficient due to scaling linearly with the
number of predictors and data points. Despite the assumption of independence often being vio-
lated, Naive Bayes tends to deliver robust and accurate classification. Naive Bayes, Random for-
est, and other approaches such as support vector machines and logistic regression are
commonly used in text mining classification problems. In data science, there is no consensus
on the best method as it depends on the data at hand. This means that in practice researchers
use a variety of algorithms based on the conditions for the used case and pick the best per-
forming algorithm.

TABLE 4 Samples and studies.

Study 1 Study 2

Type of study Exploratory Confirmatory (with hypotheses)

Goal Explore which text features explain
work engagement in sample 1

Test the extent to which the text features
persist over time (between samples 1 and 2)

Used training set 80% of sample 1 (N = 895) Sample 1 (N = 1119)

Used testing set 20% of sample 1 (N = 224) Sample 2 (N = 894)

WHAT IS WORK ENGAGEMENT? 13
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The model results are evaluated primarily using a confusion matrix, the accuracy score, and
P-value for accuracy score compared with the no-information-rate (NIR), which is an accuracy
value that always predicts the most frequently occurring class in the dataset (Kuhn, 2008). The
Supporting Information R script presents the R code for our main analyses.

Interpreting

In the fourth step, we evaluated the text mining results by comparing them to the domain
knowledge on work engagement. For study 1, we used an exploratory approach to interpreta-
tion, by comparing the exploratory results to the existing literature on work engagement after
conducting the analysis. We developed several hypotheses that explicated the main themes
emerging from the analysis of study 1. We use both our observations (our data from study 1)
and potential explanations in the existing theories in the literature to inform our hypotheses.
For study 2, we used a confirmatory approach to interpretation, by assessing the hypotheses for-
mulated in study 1. These hypotheses guided our discussion in study 2 and enabled to assess
whether the same features contribute to explaining work engagement over time (compare our
approach to studies on scale development who also distinguish an exploratory and confirmatory
phase, e.g., House et al., 2004).

RESULTS STUDY 1

In this section, we present our results in four steps. First, we described the groups of high- and
low-engaged employees in the sample. Second, we counted all the features that we analyzed in
the self-narratives of these employees, and we assessed whether features are significantly more
frequently observed among high- or low-engaged employees. Third, we tested whether the fea-
tures can be used in a Random forest model that can correctly classify employees into high or
low work engagement (using the training and testing approach, as described in our methods).
Fourth, we presented the features that contribute most to the accuracy of the model, as these
features indicate best how self-narratives of high- and low-engaged employees differ.

First, there are 5591 respondents who answered the text mining question with 20 words or
more. The mean number of characters in the self-narratives was 667.24 (SD = 442.01), and the
mean number of words was 113.31 (SD = 76.21). The mean work engagement score was 3.87
(SD = .63). Table 5 presents the respondents that are in the highest and lowest 10% of work
engagement scores. The variance within the lowest 10% is notably larger than the variance in
the highest 10%. This shows that our “lowest 10 percent” group is a varied of group employees
ranging from very low on work engagement to moderately engaged.

Second, we counted the features in the groups of employees. The Supporting Information
Significant features presents all features that are observed significantly more frequently in self-
narratives of either high- or low-engaged employees. When we present the most contributing
features in Table 7, we use the information from this step to indicate which feature is observed
significantly more among high- or low-engaged employees.

Third, we employed Random forest to test whether these features can be used in a model to
classify employees in the highest 10% or lowest 10% of work engagement. Table 6 presents the
results of four models: unigrams, bigrams, psychological features, and linguistic features.
Table 6 first indicates how many features contributed to the models. Next, it shows how the
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models performed. We find that unigrams score best with a 62% accuracy score, whereas
the other models have lower accuracy scores (for bigrams, 58%; for psychological features, 60%;
and for linguistic features, 59%). Considering that a model based on randomization would have
an accuracy score of 50% (an equal chance of true or false classification), we find that all models
classify into high or low work engagement better than random. The model with the unigrams
appears the most successful.

Fourth, we analyzed the features that best classify into high or low work engagement in the
different models. For that, we assessed the discriminatory value of the features based on
the mean decrease in accuracy of the models when a specific feature is excluded. The
Supporting Information Feature importance presents the importance of all the features in the
models. Table 7 presents the (most) strongly contributing features. For the unigrams and
bigrams, we translated the features from Dutch into English and provided them with a common
stem to ease interpretation. For the psychological and linguistic features, the feature categories
are presented, and if applicable, the overarching category is presented between parentheses.
The Supporting Information Included features presents more information on the content of
these categories (so does Pennebaker et al., 2015).

Table 7 should be interpreted as follows: The bigram “goes well” contributes most to the
accuracy of the bigrams model, and this bigram is significantly more present among employees
with high work engagement. In contrast, the bigram “from house,” which is the second most
contributing feature, is significantly more counted among employees with low work engage-
ment. Likewise, we find that the psychological feature “positive emotion,” an LIWC dictionary

TABLE 5 Highest versus lowest 10% scores on work engagement.

No. of self-narratives Mean score Median score Min. score Max. score

Highest 10% 559 4.87 4.89 4.67 5

Lowest 10% 560 2.60 2.67 1 3

TABLE 6 Results Random forest for unigrams, bigrams, psychological and linguistic features.a

Model 1:
unigrams

Model 2:
bigrams

Model 3: psychological
features

Model 4: linguistic
features

No. of features 156 24 16 6

Confusion matrix test set (actual/predicted)

TP FP 57 35 96 84 64 53 73 44

FN TN 50 82 11 33 37 70 47 60

Model statistics

OOB 32.63% 42.01% 42.23% 47.60%

Accuracy 62.05% 57.59% 59.82% 59.38%

NIR 52.23% 52.23% 52.23% 52.23%

P-value
(Acc > NIR)

0.002 0.062 0.013 0.019

aThe confusion matrix presents the numbers for respondents that score low on work engagement which our model got right
(TP), respondents that score low on work engagement which our model got wrong (FN, a type 2 error), respondents that score

high on work engagement which our model got wrong (FP, a type 1 error), and respondents that score high on work
engagement which our model got right (TN).

WHAT IS WORK ENGAGEMENT? 15
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with words like “safe,” “trust,” and “beloved,” contributes most to the accuracy of the psycho-
logical features model and is significantly more counted among high-engaged employees. In
contrast, the feature “anger,” a subdictionary of negative emotions, with words like
“aggression,” “stupid,” and “fight” and the second most contributing to this model, is signifi-
cantly more present among employees low in work engagement. In Section 5, we interpret what
themes are presented in the features and how this relates to the extant literature.

DISCUSSION OF STUDY 1

For study 1, we used an explorative approach to assess whether we can explain work engage-
ment through text mining. We found that models with unigrams, bigrams, psychological

TABLE 7 Contribution of features to the models.a

Model 1:
unigramsb

Model 2:
bigrams

Model 3: psychological
features

Model 4: linguistic
features

No. of contributing features

111 19 9 2

Most strongly contributing features

1 few/little goes well Positive emotion 3rd person plural

2 specific from house Anger (Negative emotion) 1st person plural

3 nursery home past month Power (Drives) -

4 family high work
pressure

Social processes -

5 good unsafe feeling Present focus (Time orient.) -

6 workplace allowed come Negative emotions -

7 suspected hours per Affiliation (Drives) -

8 see meter distance Reward (Drives) -

9 high we go Work (Personal concerns) -

10 allowed usual work - -

11 listening colleague s - -

12 face-to-face we good - -

13 crisis come work - -

14 super work we - -

15 caregiver now then - -

16 burdened colleague does - -

17 cohort very good - -

18 pension direct contact - -

19 information our resident - -

20 talking - - -

aFeatures that are present significantly more among high-engaged employees are in bold, features present significantly more
among low-engaged employees are in normal font.
bThe features presented in this column are the 20 most strongly contributing features and have a chi2-value of 3.7 or higher.
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features, and linguistic features can correctly classify healthcare employees into high or low
work engagement with an accuracy of up to 62% (for the unigrams). Whether we will find simi-
lar results in the next study depends on two aspects of the features. First, it will depend on the
translatability of the type of feature. Herein, we may expect differences between the types of fea-
tures we use. A methodological explanation for the success of unigrams in this study is that the
high number of features may allow for more discrimination between the groups. However, for
study 2, the question is whether unigrams will translate over samples. Potentially, psychological
and linguistic features will explain better across samples than unigrams or bigrams as they use
dictionary approaches that measure underlying meanings and categories of words rather than
the specific words themselves (Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010).

Second, whether we find the same result in study 2 will depend on the translatability of the
content of the feature. If we assume that healthcare employees' work engagement can be
explained by factors that are time-insensitive, our models should perform similarly. We will
therefore explore whether we observe a few grand themes among the features that contribute to
our models. As the process of feature selection was partially data driven, there are many fea-
tures, and not all are readily interpretable or categorizable. However, across the models, three
prominent feature themes emerge from the self-narratives, which we named emotions (24 fea-
tures), crisis (35 features), and affiliation (19 features) (the Supporting Information Feature
importance presents the coding). Below, we introduce these themes, compare them with the
extant literature, and formulate hypotheses for study 2.

First, the models include strongly contributing features that address the positive or negative
emotions in the self-narratives. For the unigrams, we find positive emotion words to be related
to high-engaged employees (e.g., good) and negative emotion words to be related to
low-engaged employees (e.g., burdened). For the bigrams, we find positive emotion word com-
binations to be related to high-engaged employees (e.g., goes well and very good) and negative
emotion word combinations to be related to low-engaged employees (e.g., unsafe feeling). For
the psychological features, we find positive emotions to be related to high-engaged employees,
and anger and negative emotions to be related to low-engaged employees. These findings sup-
port the conceptualization of work engagement as a “positive motivational state” (Bakker
et al., 2014, p. 389) as well as the finding that positive emotions are positively related to work
engagement (Ouweneel et al., 2012). Additionally, employees who experience job strain are less
able to regulate their emotions (Bakker & Costa, 2014), and scholars have suggested that emo-
tional instability may be a personal demand that affects work engagement (Lorente Prieto
et al., 2008). Hence, our first hypothesis is as follows:

H1. Referring to positive emotions contributes to explaining high work engage-
ment, whereas referring to negative emotions contributes to explaining low work
engagement.

Second, the models include features that refer to the crisis during which the study was
conducted, the COVID-19 pandemic. For the unigrams and bigrams, we find references to
the crisis related to low-engaged employees (e.g., high work pressure, meter distance, usual
work, direct contact; face-to-face [contact], crisis) and references to the absence of the crisis
to be related to high-engaged employees (e.g., family, allowed; goes well, allowed
[to] come). A side note here is that we indicated we have reason to expect that unigrams
and bigrams translate less well across samples. Nevertheless, the features echo an emerging
stream of literature that shows the pandemic may in many cases have deteriorated work
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engagement (Kniffin et al., 2021) and other aspects of well-being (Van Roekel et al., 2021;
Wang et al., 2021). For many healthcare employees, COVID-19 caused higher stress levels
and other negative health outcomes (e.g., Shreffler et al., 2020). There is an emerging litera-
ture on the effects of a crisis in the context of JD-R theory. Demerouti and Bakker (2023)
argue the COVID-19 crisis has increased job demands. Besides, a crisis also tends to make
resources scarce. They propose that during a crisis, employees who experience manageable
job demands (and high job resources) will maintain higher engagement than employees
who experience high job demands (and low job resources). At the same time, changes in
engagement are likely not only caused by individual demands and resources but by a more
complex interplay of individual and higher-level factors. In sum, our second hypothesis is
as follows:

H2. Referring to a crisis contributes to explaining low work engagement, whereas
referring to a normal work context contributes to explaining high work engagement.

Third, the models include features that refer to affiliation and social connection, which
appears to explain high work engagement. For the unigrams, we find references to social contact
(e.g., listening and talking) to be related to high-engaged employees. For the bigrams, we find
multiple plural references to be related to high-engaged employees (e.g., we go, work we, and
our resident). For the psychological features, we find social processes (e.g., “talk” and “love”)
and affiliation (e.g., “friend” and “social”) to be related to high-engaged employees. And for the
linguistic features, using 1st and 3rd person plural is positively related to high-engaged
employees (in addition, the Supporting Information Significant features shows that low-engaged
employees use significantly more singular forms, but these do not contribute to the models). This
supports studies that show the importance of affiliation for work engagement. First, experiencing
social support is an important predictor of work engagement, and in turn, employees who are
engaged offer more social support (Freeney & Fellenz, 2013). Another study explained how espe-
cially new employees' work engagement is highly affected by socialization in the organization
(Saks & Gruman, 2018). Additionally, scholars have studied the concept of teamwork engage-
ment, which indicates that work engagement is not merely an individual process but also part of
a team process (Costa et al., 2014). Work engagement is contagious, and employees can collec-
tively experience high levels of work engagement (Bakker, 2022; Bakker et al., 2016). Therefore:

H3. Referring to affiliation contributes to explaining high work engagement.

Having defined our hypotheses, we submitted a preregistration at the Open Science Frame-
work that described the hypotheses as well as the plan of analysis. For study 2, our primary aim
is to select the features of study 1 and to assess whether these features contribute strongly to the
models in study 2. We will evaluate the success of these features both in terms of specific fea-
tures as well as the themes that they represent (as referred to in the hypotheses). The next
section describes the results of study 2.

RESULTS STUDY 2

In study 2, we repeated the analysis with both samples. Again, we present the results in four
steps: We described the employees in the sample, we counted all features and tested whether
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features are significantly more frequently observed among high- or low-engaged employees, we
built the Random forest model, and we presented the features that contribute most.

First, we already introduced the first sample above. In the second sample that we add in this
analysis, a total of 4470 respondents answered the text mining question (20 words or more).
The mean number of characters in the self-narratives was 583.89 (SD = 397.33), and the mean
number of words was 98.03 (SD = 67.99). The mean work engagement score was 3.79
(SD = .66). Again, we selected the respondents that are in the highest and lowest 10% of work
engagement scores (Table 8). Like the first sample, the variance within the lowest 10% is nota-
bly larger than the variance in the highest 10%. Average scores also appear to be slightly lower
for both groups compared with the first sample.

Second, we counted the features. The Supporting Information Significant features presents
all features that are observed significantly more in self-narratives of either high- or low-engaged
employees. When we present the most contributing features in Table 10, we use the informa-
tion from this step to indicate which feature is observed significantly more among high- or low-
engaged employees.

Third, we employed Random forest to test if these features can be used in a model to cor-
rectly classify employees in the highest 10% or lowest 10% of work engagement. Table 9 presents
the models and shows that, compared with study 1, all but one model performed worse. The
unigrams, bigrams, and linguistic features performed worse (accuracy scores of 52%, 53%, and
54%) and barely outperformed a random model. However, the model with psychological features
still has an accuracy score of 60%. For comparison, we also conducted study 2 using the Naive
Bayes classifier rather than Random forest. We find that for unigrams the results improve much
(from 52% to 64%), whereas for the other features, the results are only slightly better (bigrams:
56% instead of 53%; psychological features: 61% instead of 60%; linguistic features: 55% instead of
54%). Supporting Information Naive Bayes presents all results for Naive Bayes.

Fourth, we analyzed the features that best explain high or low work engagement in the differ-
ent models. For that, we assessed the discriminatory value of the features based on the mean
decrease in accuracy of the models when a specific feature is excluded. Table 10 presents the (most)
strongly contributing features that were also significantly more present among either high- or low-
engaged employees (the Supporting Information Feature importance presents the overview of all
features). Notably, the total amount of contributing features decreased drastically for the unigrams
and bigrams, indicating that many features that were used in the first sample were not used in the
second sample. In the following discussion section, we compare the features to those of study 1.

Additional analysis demographics

We conducted additional analyses to investigate how the sample demographics (gender, age, and
healthcare branch, as described in Table 3) may affect the results. First, Supporting Information
Additional analysis presents some significant differences in work engagement across gender, age,
and healthcare branch in both samples. In all cases, effect sizes were small. Second, we explored

TABLE 8 Highest versus lowest 10% scores on work engagement.

No. of self-narratives Mean score Median score Min. score Max. score

Highest 10% 447 4.84 4.78 4.67 5

Lowest 10% 447 2.46 2.56 1.11 2.89
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whether demographics play a role in explaining work engagement. We used the DALEX package
(Biecek, 2018) to analyze how gender and age relate to the text features in explaining work
engagement. The results (in Supporting Information Additional analysis) show that, next to the
text features, gender and age contribute to the models. This suggests that gender and age of
healthcare employees contribute to explaining work engagement and that this may partially con-
found the effects in our main analysis. A next step in future research would therefore be to add
these to the analyses. We discuss further implications in the discussion section.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

In this article, we aimed to explain work engagement by analyzing self-narratives through text
mining. We compared unigrams, bigrams, psychological features, and linguistic features. After

TABLE 9 Results Random forest for unigrams, bigrams, psychological and linguistic features.

Model 1:
unigrams

Model 2:
bigrams

Model 3:
psychological features

Model 4:
linguistic features

No. of features 156 24 16 6

Confusion matrix test set (actual/predicted)

TP FP 313 294 383 356 295 202 313 281

FN TN 134 153 64 91 152 245 134 166

Model statistics

Accuracy 0.5213 0.5302 0.604 0.5358

95% CI 0.4879–0.5544 0.4969–0.5633 0.5711–0.6363 0.5025–0.5689

NIR 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

P-value
(Acc > NIR)

0.108 0.038 <0.001 0.0175

Kappa 0.0425 0.0604 0.2081 0.0716

McNemar's test
P-value

<0.001 <0.001 0.009 <0.001

Sensitivity 0.7002 0.8568 0.6600 0.7002

Specificity 0.3423 0.2036 0.5481 0.3714

Pos Pred value 0.5157 0.5183 0.5936 0.5269

Neg Pred value 0.5331 0.5871 0.6171 0.5533

Prevalence 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000

Detection rate 0.3501 0.4284 0.3300 0.3501

Detection
prevalence

0.6790 0.8266 0.5559 0.6644

Balanced
accuracy

0.5213 0.5302 0.6040 0.5358

Hyperparameter values

Nodesize 1 5 10 5

Mtry 4 2 5 1

20 van ROEKEL ET AL.
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the explorative approach in study 1, for study 2, we used a confirmatory approach to assess
whether the same text features, dependent on both the type of feature and content of the fea-
tures, can explain work engagement across two samples. From both studies, we deduce three
main findings that we want to highlight. First, psychological features can correctly classify
healthcare employees into high or low work engagement with 60% accuracy across samples.
Second, the features that contribute to the classification partly confirm the literature on the
JD-R theory and work engagement. Third, the features also unlock new insights by extending
and questioning work engagement theory.

First, we find that the model with psychological features explained work engagement best
in both studies, with 60% accuracy. In the first study, unigrams generated the best model (62%
accuracy), but the unigrams performed worse in the second study (52% accuracy). This indicates
that dictionary approaches, which measure underlying meanings and categories of words, have
more success in explaining work engagement than bag-of-word approaches using specific words

TABLE 10 Contribution of features to the models.a

Model 1:
unigramsb

Model 2:
bigrams

Model 3: psychological
features

Model 4: linguistic
features

No. of contributing features

39 4 8 2

Most strongly contributing features

1 pension goes well Social processes Negations

2 good direct contact Power (Drives) 1st person plural

3 few/little we good Positive emotion -

4 unsafe home work Reward (Drives) -

5 workplace - Negative emotions -

6 nurtured - Future focus (Time orient.) -

7 work pressure - Work (Personal concerns) -

8 resident - Affiliation (Drives) -

9 management - - -

10 nice - - -

11 happily - - -

12 manager - - -

13 again - - -

14 free - - -

15 whereby - - -

16 our - - -

17 insufficient - - -

18 leave - - -

19 sad - - -

20 unrest - - -

aFeatures that are present significantly more among high-engaged employees are in bold, features present significantly more
among low-engaged employees are in normal font.
bThe features presented in this column are the 20 most strongly contributing features and have a chi2-value of 3.9 or higher.
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(Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010). A likely explanation is that although employees may write
about similar topics, they may use different words.

Second, some of the features that contribute to the classification partly confirm the extant
literature on antecedents and outcomes of work engagement. Based on study 1, we proposed
three hypotheses, supported by the literature, regarding prominent features that explained work
engagement. In evaluating our hypotheses, we focus on the model with psychological features,
as this is the only model that performed consistently. Drawing conclusions from a model that
does not outperform a random model would not be appropriate (we will pay some attention to
the model with linguistic features as it still performs slightly better than random). First, we
expected that referring to positive emotions contributes to explaining high work engagement,
whereas referring to negative emotions contributes to explaining low work engagement (H1).
This hypothesis is confirmed in study 2 because, again, positive emotions were more present
among high-engaged employees and negative emotions were more present among low-engaged
employees. Second, we expected that referring to a crisis contributes to explaining low work
engagement, whereas referring to a normal work context contributes to explaining high
work engagement (H2). This hypothesis was only based on unigrams and bigrams that referred
to the COVID-19 crisis. These models were not able to explain work engagement in the second
study. Therefore, Hypothesis 2 was not supported. Third, we expected that referring to affilia-
tion contributes to explaining high work engagement (H3). This hypothesis is confirmed too,
because again referring to social processes and affiliation explains high work engagement.
Besides the hypotheses, three other psychological features contributed across two samples:
High-engaged employees referred significantly more to rewards (a dictionary with words like
“benefit,” “bonus,” and “promotion”), and low-engaged employees referred significantly more
to power (words like “manager,” “attack,” and “dependent”) and work concerns (words like
“job,” “burden,” and “junior”).

Our third finding is that text mining unlocks new insights that extend or question common
findings in the literature. First, we are able to uncover that work engagement is related to lin-
guistic patterns. Mainly, across two samples, employees with high work engagement use more
first-person plural (e.g., “we” and “our”) than employees with low work engagement. Second,
some findings are puzzling and allow to question the literature. For example, in the first study,
there are multiple unigrams that refer to management, and across two samples, there is a psy-
chological feature that refers to power. What is striking is that these features all contribute to
explaining low work engagement, suggesting employees who are low engaged tend to mention
their managers more. We also observe features that refer to certain subgroups of employees.
For example, in both samples, the unigram “retirement” contributes to explaining low work
engagement. Exploratory analyses of self-narratives that include this unigram suggest that these
are employees who are close to retirement. And in sample 1, the unigram “caregiver” contrib-
utes to explaining high work engagement. Exploratory analyses suggest that these employees
are voluntary caregivers besides their regular work. We should be careful to interpret these
exploratory findings, and we provide potential explanations below.

Scientific and practical implications

Our findings have multiple implications. Regarding implications for theory, our study furthers
the understanding of work engagement as a theoretical concept. First, text mining enables vali-
dation of findings in the extant literature and complements these findings with rich context due
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to a large-scale analysis of self-narratives. As we explained in our theory section, antecedents of
work engagement are often studied within the JD-R theory, a theory within organizational psy-
chology that explains how job characteristics affect employees through a dual process. Job
resources foster a motivational process leading to positive outcomes like work engagement,
whereas hindrance job demands cause a health impairment process and diminish the positive
effects of job resources on work engagement (Bakker & Demerouti, 2017; Schaufeli et al., 2009;
Van Veldhoven et al., 2020). Our results confirm this duality because the features describe
resources and demands. The features that high-engaged employees refer more often to, like
affiliation and rewards, are often job resources (Bakker, 2022; Bakker et al., 2014). For exam-
ple, experiencing social support positively affects work engagement (Freeney &
Fellenz, 2013). Even more so, work engagement can be a truly contagious process transferring
between employees (Bakker et al., 2016), and even from employees to partners (Bakker
et al., 2005) and home life (Culbertson et al., 2012). Likewise, positive emotions, another fea-
ture more present among high-engaged employees, can be considered personal resources
(Ouweneel et al., 2012). Contrarily, the features that low-engaged employees refer to, like
power and work concerns, tend to be job demands. Power refers to words describing hierarchy
or dependency, with words like “manager,” “attack,” and “dependent.” This resembles studies
that have shown that abusive supervision or bullying is negatively related to work engage-
ment (Einarsen et al., 2018; Wang, Hsieh, & Wang, 2020), and may also point to the absence
of autonomy, an important resource and antecedent of work engagement (Christian
et al., 2011). Finally, negative emotions, another feature more present among low-engaged
employees, may suggest that emotional instability be regarded as a personal demand that
affects work engagement (Lorente Prieto et al., 2008).

Second, whereas some findings confirm the duality of JD-R theory, we also found remark-
able linguistic patterns that extend it and relatively unexplored antecedents of work engage-
ment that question it. These findings can increase our understanding of work engagement and
how it is theorized and measured. First, the finding on linguistic differences between high- and
low-engaged employees uncovers a new research area that may focus on work engagement
markers within speech or writing. Until now, studies have mostly focused on linguistics in more
clinical concepts, like schizophrenia (Franklin & Thompson, 2005). Studying linguistic patterns
may increase our understanding of work engagement, especially in the context of diary studies,
as these studies allow employees to provide unstructured data on a regular basis (Ouweneel
et al., 2012; Zampetakis, 2022). Specifically, the finding that high-engaged employees use more
first-person plural is a tangible indication of the social and contagious nature of work engage-
ment (Bakker, 2022). Second, in the self-narratives, low-engaged employees more often
referred to their managers. This finding is puzzling. The literature shows that managers can
have important, positive influences on employee well-being and often finds positive effects of
“good” leadership styles or behaviors on work engagement (Decuypere & Schaufeli, 2020;
Tummers & Bakker, 2021). In contrast, managers can also have negative influence, when they
bully or execute abusive supervision (e.g., Barnes et al., 2015). Our results suggest that
employees are more likely to mention managers if they are a negative influence. A potential
explanation is that positive behaviors are more seen as a self-evident part of a managers' role
(Toegel et al., 2013). COVID-19 has been a tremendous leadership challenge (Graham &
Woodhead, 2021), and especially employees who experienced failing leadership may have
wanted to mention this in their self-narratives. In any case, the results suggest a vital role for
managers in fostering employee work engagement (Freeney & Fellenz, 2013). Third, some
findings beg for further research. For example, a recent study suggests that “mental
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retirement” among older employees is non-existent (De Wind et al., 2017). At the same time,
in our study, employees who were low in engagement more often referred to retirement. One
explanation is that working during COVID-19 has been especially burdensome for older
employees (Van Roekel et al., 2021). This emphasizes the need for interventions that support
older employees in the workplace (Söderbacka et al., 2020). In contrast, the finding that high-
engaged employees refer more to being a voluntary caregiver besides their work points to
another avenue in which work engagement may affect home life and cause citizenship behav-
ior (Culbertson et al., 2012; Xanthopoulou et al., 2008).

Our main methodological contribution is that, to our knowledge, this is the first study that
succeeds in explaining work engagement by text mining self-narratives. The best-scoring model
in the first sample uses unigrams (62% accuracy), and the best-scoring model across samples
uses psychological features (60% accuracy in the second study). We argue that our study indi-
cates that, for work engagement, classification by text mining cannot easily replace structured
forms of data analysis as it is not precise enough yet. Nevertheless, there are multiple avenues
in which text mining could support and complement more traditional data analysis. First, it
could validate the relative importance of antecedents and outcomes of work engagement. For
example, if a relationship between work engagement and another concept, for example,
empowering leadership, is analyzed, additional text mining of open questions could indicate dif-
ferences in the way employees in high or low categories of work engagement discuss their man-
agers (e.g., Tuckey et al., 2012). Text mining could also perform a supporting role by being used
in the validation of scales, for example, by analyzing what words employees use to describe
being engaged at work. Scales that use this as input for wording may be more ecologically valid
(Kobayashi et al., 2021). Text mining could also complement structured forms of data analysis
by using it as an exploration of what topics and concepts are associated with work engagement
but may have received little attention in the literature. Besides, in situations where lengthy sur-
veys are not preferred, text mining enables efficient analysis of an open question (Jurafsky &
Martin, 2017; Kobayashi et al., 2021).

Finally, and this is both a methodological and practical implication, text mining may pre-
sent a new avenue for in vivo assessment of work engagement. Now that this study has found
that survey-based self-narratives explain work engagement to some extent, future research
could use existing data to attempt to do the same. Albeit for scientific or managerial purposes,
existing texts (like shared diaries or intranet posts) or other forms of unstructured data within
organizations may very well allow for the screening and identification of employees whose
work engagement is challenged (e.g., Day et al., 2007; He et al., 2012). In addition, studies could
employ text mining techniques to present employees with a self-assessment of work engage-
ment. Employees could, after providing a self-narrative, perhaps receive a comparative score
and/or a personalized suggestion, like talking to a confidant. By making assessment easier, text
mining could perhaps be a preventive HR tool, if employee privacy is maintained and the inter-
est of employees is put first. Besides, the exploration of the features that contribute to explaining
work engagement may help employees, (HR) managers, and (healthcare) organizations to more
quickly recognize and act upon challenges to work engagement. The features that turned out to
be important may indicate resources where organizations should invest in, like guaranteeing
adequate social support systems and stimulating social contact between employees. Likewise,
organizations should pay attention to employees' emotional state. Gauging healthcare employee
work engagement has become increasingly relevant since the COVID-19 crisis, which has been
challenging especially among healthcare employees dealing with COVID-19 patients (Van
Roekel et al., 2021).
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Limitations

There are limitations to this study. First, the data we used present limitations. We compare self-
narratives to work engagement scores within the same survey, which may lead to common
source bias. Using two survey waves has increased the strength of our design. Still, future
research could go beyond survey-based analysis by employing human coders (e.g., psychologists)
to assess self-narratives. Likewise, our text mining data were survey-based and created specifically
for this study. This somewhat limits the external generalizability of our findings when discussing
opportunities for text mining of existing, unstructured data. It is common, however, to begin with
manufactured data and then expand to pre-existing data after (e.g., He, 2013). Therefore, future
research could use such pre-existing data like email, intranet, or social media messages to address
this limitation (e.g., Pang et al., 2020). Finally, the survey did not use attention checks, which
may be regarded as a limitation. Nevertheless, there is considerable discussion in the literature
about their effectiveness and necessity. Recent findings suggest attention checks do not harm
scale validity but removing those who fail attention checks often does not alter substantive ana-
lyses either (e.g., Gummer et al., 2021; Kung et al., 2018).

Second, there are limitations related to sample characteristics. The dataset is unbalanced
because there are more employees who score high versus low on work engagement (high work
engagement: M = 4.87 for sample 1 and M = 4.84 for sample 2; low work engagement:
M = 2.60 for sample 1 and M = 2.46 for sample 2). This limitation indicates that our analysis
strictly explains the differences between very high work engagement and work engagement
lower than the midpoint (i.e., 3) of the scale. One explanation is that healthcare employees are
generally high in work engagement, so the limited generalizability of our results may be more
pronounced in sectors with lower work engagement, like manufacturing (Hakanen et al., 2019).
Nevertheless, future research may explicitly include employees with low work engagement by,
for example, targeting employees who intend to quit their jobs (e.g., in exit interviews).

Another limitation regarding sample characteristics is that our main analysis focused on
text-based features and therefore ignored the role of demographics such as gender and age.
However, the literature shows work engagement can vary depending on gender and age
(although only to a limited extent; see, e.g., Schaufeli et al., 2006). Yet we also argued that gen-
der and age may affect the results because of the particularities of our sample and, to some
extent, the population of healthcare employees. Hence, we can expect gender and age to mean-
ingfully relate to work engagement in our particular samples. Controlling for gender and age in
additional analysis confirms that these variables do play a role. Although these findings should
be taken into account, our goal was not to develop the best model to explain work engagement
but the best fitting model with text features from a representative sample of healthcare
employees. Having a fairly representative sample for healthcare is a strength of our study's gen-
eralizability within healthcare and comparable sectors but does limit generalization when it
comes to sectors with different characteristics. With this restriction in mind, our results contrib-
ute to understanding what text-based features contribute to explaining work engagement.
Future research may extend our findings by paying more attention to the role of demographics
in text mining research and by repeating our methods in different contexts.

A final limitation regarding sample characteristics concerns differences in respondent char-
acteristics between the two samples. In comparison with the first sample, the second sample
contains fewer respondents who also wrote shorter texts and had a lower mean work engage-
ment. A potential explanation for the difference in participation rates is respondent fatigue:
Respondents may have been more motivated to provide a self-narrative when the request for
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such a narrative was newly introduced compared with when it was repeated. However, the drop
in work engagement may also point to another explanation: As the COVID-19 crisis continued,
healthcare employees were exposed to persistent job stress, which may have caused the
decrease in general levels of work engagement between the 2020 sample (#1) and the 2021 sam-
ple (#2) (Kniffin et al., 2021; Van Roekel et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021). Sample heterogeneity
may have affected the translatability of text features across samples somewhat and may have
decreased the reliability of the models. However, we did find that the samples were comparable
when it comes to gender, age, and healthcare branch. Still, future research could attempt to col-
lect samples with identical respondent characteristics to counter sample heterogeneity.

Third, limitations apply regarding the methods used. This study aimed to explore the possi-
bility of text mining for work engagement classification using Random forest and Naive Bayes.
Our results showed that, with Random forest, we were able to classify, but in study 2, Naive
Bayes performed better than Random forest. This may inform future use of classifiers for text-
based features. Yet there are more possibilities for future research and further optimization of
the methodology. Other approaches, including statistical methods such as LASSO feature elimi-
nation and OLS regression, and machine learning methods such as support vector machines
(SVMs), could prove better suited to the data at hand. This should be decided on a case-by-case
basis depending on the data and project goals. For our project, we primarily used Random for-
est as it presents feature importance information, which allows us to understand what features
contribute most to the models. Besides, compared with regression models, it is able to handle
the high dimensionality of text data better. Additionally, compared with regression, Random
forest is more robust to outliers. Finally, Random forest is also suited for nonlinear relationships
and categorical variables. SVMs share some of the advantages of Random forest but are heavier
and harder to interpret. In sum, following up on our study, researchers could employ a variety
of methods to provide new insights into the uses of text mining.

Fourth, our results are promising but the models are not nearly 100% reliable. One of the
reasons may be that the self-narratives were relatively short (compared with, e.g., He
et al., 2012). Longer stories may lead to better explanations. Besides, there is the issue of the
“middle 80%”: We cannot readily make statements about all respondents in between the highest
or lowest 10%. Our approach is a most likely-case scenario, if we do not find differences
between these two groups, there most likely will not be any differences found for the 80%. If we
do find differences between these two groups, these differences will most likely be more pro-
nounced than the differences for the 80%. Our recommendation for future research is to look
beyond binomial categorization. Different feature selection methods, data representations, or
neural network approaches to text classification could improve model performance further.
Likewise, taking inspiration from our approach to studying work engagement, scholars could
expand our study and include different features to test their respective contributions to
explaining work engagement. By doing so, scholars can continue to confirm, extend, and/or
question the literature. For example, extension could take place by studying unexplored fea-
tures. We also see opportunities to further question the literature if scholars find features that
contribute more to the reliability of the models than the features that we studied, or if features
suggest contrary relationships between work engagement and other variables compared with
our results or established theories on work engagement. Besides, we explored a bag-of-words
and dictionary approach to text classification for work engagement. This means that syntactic
and contextual information is not taken into account. Modern approaches that focus on further
understanding relationships in the text may help future research do enrich the analysis. Word
embeddings such as Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) and GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) allow
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to keep syntactic information intact instead of considering each word as a standalone feature.
Recently, approaches such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) and OpenAI GPT (Radford et al., 2018)
take this even further by incorporating contextual knowledge in the model using pretraining.

Fifth, we only addressed the concept of work engagement. It remains a question of how other
measures, like positive and negative affectivity, compare with our text mining approach. Future
research could explore the comparative explanatory accuracy of such measures in the work context.

Finally, the most important limitation regarding the results is inherent to text mining: “text
mining procedures in and of themselves cannot support causal inference (i.e. internal validity)
unless the study design is such that, next to association, temporal precedence and isolation are also
established” (Kobayashi et al., 2021, p. 148). We analyzed associations, not causal relationships.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we aimed to introduce text mining as a methodological approach to study
employee work engagement, and, more generally, text mining as a method in organizational
research. Our study attempted to analyze work engagement, and the features that contributed
to the models help explain what it means to be (or not to be) engaged in work. Text mining
truly allows to assess the multidimensionality of a phenomenon (Balducci & Marinova, 2018),
and so, like qualitative research, it offers a richer description of reality, but, like quantitative
research, it is able to handle large amounts of data. In sum, text mining is an interesting and
innovative approach that may be used to validate but also complement findings from studies
with more structured approaches to studying work engagement.
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